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Overview of the proposed BOLD descriptor
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Figure 1: In contrast to typical approaches that use the same measurements
for all patches, we adapt the descriptor online to each patch. The blue line
ends indicate the selected binary tests from a common superset, based on the
measurements from the synthesized views of each patch. Note that although
the final descriptor is different for each patch, it consists of a subset of a fixed
set of dimensions. This allows efficient sequential matching and common
database storage.

In this paper we propose an approach which combines the advantages of
efficient binary descriptors and improved performance of learning based de-
scriptors. The approach is inspired by the linear discriminant embedding [1]
that simultaneously increases inter and decreases intra class distances. We
demonstrate that there is no single set of measurements that is globally op-
timal for all patches in a dataset and significant improvement can be gained
by adapting the binary tests to the content of each patch. The measurements
are first designed to maximize globally the inter-class distances and then a
subset is selected online for each patch to minimize the intra-class distances.
This is done efficiently such that the extraction time is comparable to other
binary descriptors.
Global offline optimization is based on a large set of N diverse image
patches of normalized size which is different from the datasets used in our
evaluation. Our features are sets of binary tests within the patch similar to
[2]. For a grid of P×P locations within a patch (eg. P = 32) the total num-
ber of tests is M =

(P2

2
)
. The goal is to identify the subset of discriminative

features, which consists of finding features that give a large variance across
inter-class examples. The next step is to select a subset of uncorrelated fea-
tures. We follow the greedy approach from [3] which starts by selecting the
first high variance tests from the ranked list and then the process continues
by verifying at each iteration the correlation between the new candidate and
all selected tests.
Local online learning is performed by intra-class distance minimization to
fully benefit from the LDA like optimization. We consider each patch as a
separate class, therefore this optimization has to be performed online during
descriptor extraction. Given that a patch is a single instance from a class,
additional examples have to be synthetically generated to estimate intra-
class variance by affine projections of the patch [1]. Having identified the
sets that are to be included in the BOLD descriptor, each patch is represented
by the string of the adapted binary tests and a second binary string of the
same length where 1s indicate which tests are valid for the patch.
Matching of locally adapted descriptors After global and local online se-
lection of discriminative tests during descriptor calculation each patch is
represented by a binary string xn and a binary mask yn. The matching of
two descriptors is done using the following symmetric masked Hamming

This is an extended abstract. The full paper and the source code are available at the project
page http://vbalnt.io/projects/bold.
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Figure 2: Top: Globally vs. locally optimized features. Bottom: BOLD
compared to several state of the art descriptors. Descriptors with * are based
on simple intensity tests. Using our per-patch optimization framework, per-
formance of SIFT can be matched with simple intensity tests instead of gra-
dient statistics.
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Figure 3: The proposed BOLD descriptor has good properties of of low
error rates and high computational efficiency. It matches the performance of
SIFT, and the efficiency of BRIEF.

distance between the descriptors and their masks:

H(xm,xn) = ym ∧xm ⊕xn +yn ∧xm ⊕xn (1)

The results from several experiments (eg. Fig 2, Fig 3) on different
datasets show that using a local optimization leads to significant improve-
ments over a global one. Furthermore the efficiency of the proposed imple-
mentation is comparable to other binary descriptors and significantly bet-
ter than real-valued descriptors. Our approach is the first attempt to use
a binary per-patch descriptor with successful results in terms of matching
performance and speed for typical computer vision applications.
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